
UNLOCKED 
STRETCH GOALS

Updated 10/10/2014

In the interests of keeping the Kickstarter page as easy to 
read as possible, we’ve moved ali the descriptions for un-
locked stratch goals to this PDF.  Here are all of the stretch 
goals that have been unlocked for Feng Shui 2!

$10,000 - Exorcist Monk 
Archetype

Few know this, but the chi war began when impudent beings from the spirit 
world entered the world of man and began to interfere with it. This began 
the great imbalance that granted geomantic power to rascals and men of 
violence, and opened up ruptures between time periods. For the world to return 
to peace, enabling people to once again pursue enlightenment through detachment, the spirits 
must be sent back where they belong. You, a wise and therefore powerful monk, have descended from the serenity of your 
mountain monastery to perform the necessary exorcisms. Though you’ll not turn a blind eye to other evils, none of 
them can be truly vanquished until your central task is done. At this level, we’ll unlock the Exorcist Monk Arche-
type and add it to the Feng Shui 2 rulebook.

$12,000 - Bodyguard Archetype
You have a very particular set of skills. As a Personal Protection Specialist, you get your client from point A to point C while 
avoiding the bad guy at point B. Obscure outside the tight circles of your profession, you avoid the glare of fame cast by your 
celebrity and political clients. Maybe you lost the client who most mattered to you, the one you broke the rules for and fell in 
love with. Perhaps your client has been taken by shadowy forces, and your entry into the chi wars comes as you swear to get 
her back. Now your greatest act of protection awaits, as you discover the chi wars and realize that the entire world needs a 
bodyguard. At this level, we’ll unlock the Bodyguard Archetype and add it to the Feng Shui 2 rulebook.

$14,000 - Full Color Interior
We go full color, top to bottom! 

$25,000 - Gene Freak Archetype
Bizarre energies released by the cataclysmic destruction of a futuristic hyper-Orwellian regime swirled through your world, 
altering the DNA of hapless survivors. Most died, but a few survived, twisted, traumatized, but able to manifest previ-
ously unknown bodily feats. You’ve decided to take an active, heroic part in the chi war in search of a cure, or to show that 
some cursed with unwanted might can wield it with responsibility and discipline. At this level, we’ll unlock the Gene 
Freak Archetype and add it to the Feng Shui 2 rulebook.

$30,000 - Sifu Archetype
Sometimes the greatest warrior fights by healing his comrades. With your mastery of pressure points, perhaps in tandem 
with Western medicine, you keep your fellow heroes up, when they would otherwise fall. You serve as headmaster of a mar-
tial arts school, and you teach your students to embrace the honor and tranquility of Chinese philosophy. A man of peace, you 
were dragged only reluctantly into a battle with the injustices of your age, and from there into the fires of the chi war. When 
push comes to shove, sometimes the weak must be defended. On those sad days, you stop setting bones and start breaking 
them. At this level, we’ll unlock the Sifu Archetype and add it to the Feng Shui 2 rulebook.



$37,000 - Two Fisted Archaeologist Archetype
The past is dangerous. Your years as a field historian have proved that time and time again. Magic isn’t mere myth—it 
used to be stronger, and pockets of its power reside in the iconic treasures your museum trustees back home most want you to 
find and bring back for their display cases. The archaeological sites you’ve dedicated your professional life to resonate with 
mystical energies, making them strategic prizes in that fight. To protect both innocent lives and the precious heritage of these 
sites, you’re about to join the chi war. At this level, we’ll unlock the Two Fisted Archaeologist Archetype and add it 
to the Feng Shui 2 rulebook.

$50,000 - Driver Archetype
Chill-out electrobeat pulses from your speakers. Sodium-lit empty highway snakes out before you. With gentle control you 
accelerate. You are your car. You are at peace. Existential zen zen zen. Forget everything else. Just be the road. Who are you 
fooling? Jacketed inside that cool, bottled within all that control, burns six-twenty horsepower of rage, rage, rage. At this 
level, we’ll unlock the Driver Archetype and add it to the Feng Shui 2 rulebook.

$57,500 - Full Metal Nutball Archetype
They call you a gun nut. Accent on the gun. Well, also, come to think of it, accent on the nut. Except that you don’t just love 
guns. You delight in ordnance of all kinds, the more explosive the better. You don’t shoot your firearms as well as you lovingly 
care for them, so when you finally get a chance to pull the trigger for real, the results skew toward the slapstick as well as 
the lethal. In addition to your pistolophilia, you likely spout various paranoid beliefs, and you may be as surprised as any 
when you discover how right you’ve been! At this level, we’ll unlock the Driver Archetype and add it to the Feng Shui 
2 rulebook, and the Archetype Sheet Pack.

$65,000 - Reformed Pirate Archetype
You used to be a member of one of the many pirate gangs that sailed the South China Sea. When the British feet arrived in 
Chinese waters and took it upon themselves to end piracy, matters grew dicier for you and your friends. Your efforts against 
the British brought you into contact with the monks of the Guiding Hand. From them, you learned of the chi war. Yet you 
bridled under their Buddhist purity. Now you are about to throw in with a ragged band of misfits, in whose company you 
might finally redeem the darkness of your past. At this level, we’ll unlock the Reformed Pirate Archetype and add it 
to the Feng Shui 2 rulebook, and the Archetype Sheet Pack. 

$72,500 - Highway Ronin Archetype
Until you discovered the chi war, you drove the desolate highways of the shattered future, not to get somewhere, but to 
escape from everywhere else. But in the end, you stepped up, and drove your battered but trusty vehicle against the strong, 
to protect the weak. Now you’ve learned of the chi war, and the real reason your world imploded, you figure your survival 
skills might be turned to an ultimate purpose—to rewrite the history of the future, so the huddled masses need never fear 
again. At this level, we’ll unlock the Highway Ronin Archetype and add it to the Feng Shui 2 rulebook, and the 
Archetype Sheet Pack.

What’s a Pop-Up Juncture? 
Pop-up junctures are a new crop of temporary Netherworld portals, opening up willy-nilly to other times, 
salting the Chi War with an extra sprinkle of crazy. Unlike the time-gates leading to the four main junc-
tures, these unstable holes in reality stay open only for brief periods, and then slam shut again. Innerwalkers 
have taken to referring to the times one can travel to through untrustworthy temporary portals as pop-up 
junctures. With a simple bit of Netherworld tech, you can always tell how many hours are left in the lifespan 
of a pop-up portal. Set your PUP timer to ticking when you make any jaunt through one. Make sure you 
don’t get stuck there!



$75,000 - Sword Master Archetype
Once you enjoyed status, respect, and honor, as a true warrior. You cared only for the practice field, for the art of the sword. 
You trained until your blade became an extension of your being. You might have believed in your warrior ethos., but your 
superiors never did. And when the bad times came, they discarded you. Since then you’ve wandered the earth, seeking the 
fight. The one that will once more give your life meaning. At this level we’ll add the final archetype, the Sword Master, 
to the Feng Shui 2 rulebook.

$80,000 - Pup-up Juncture - Shanghai 1937
1930s Shanghai, with its political intrigue, mix of cultures, and thriving gangster scene, features in a ton of great 
Hong Kong and Chinese movies. Yet it has never been a part of Feng Shui—until now. Revel in the smoky atmo-
sphere of its decadent nightclubs. Dive deep into criminal power struggles. Maybe even shoot a Nazi spy or two. 
You have nothing to lose but your trenchcoat. At this level we’ll add Shanghai 1937 to the Feng Shui 2 rulebook. 

$88,000 - Pup-up Juncture - Barbarian 
Borderlands

The clash between the Manchurian barbarians and the doomed forces of the Chinese old order take center stage 
in films ranging from Painted Skin to Saving General Yang. Journey to the fault line between nomadic ambition 
and fractured tradition. Drink with the horde. Make a last stand with valiant generals. Learn that the taste of vic-
tory is the taste of blood. At this level, we will add the Barbarian Borderlands pop-up juncture to the Feng Shui 2 
rulebook. Wondering what a pop-up juncture is? Check out the FAQ at the bottom of the main Kickstarter page.

$100,000 - Classic Era Conversion Codex
Atlas will prepare a PDF reference document providing Feng Shui 2-ready substitute stat blocks for every Game 
Master Character listed in the classic era books appearing in Crazy Pack I and Crazy Pack II. The Conversion 
Codex does not update setting material or provide new mechanical versions of schticks or archetypes. But it will 
allow you to use all the characters in your Feng Shui 2 game, whether it’s a Reboot or the heroes are Getting Too 
Old For This Shit. Not only do all backers get the Conversion Codex as a reward—Atlas will make it available to 
all as a free resource after the book releases.

$103,000 - Pop-Up Juncture - Red Red Mars
Saddle up for a journey to a far future terraformed Mars, where settlers battle for survival against resurgent aliens. 
Released from their tombs after a million year slumber, these strange beings want their planet back. Yet the hu-
mans have no place left to go. Do your heroes side with one or the other, or get themselves caught in the crossfire? 
At this level, we will add the Red Red Mars pop-up juncture to the Feng Shui 2 rulebook. Wondering what a pop-
up juncture is? Check out the FAQ at the bottom of the main campaign page.

$108,000 - Fistful of Fight Scenes
For the busy and/or surprised Feng Shui 2 GM on the go, we serve up a hot and sizzling platter of action locations 
ready for any occasion. Always make sure there’s a classic filmic fight waiting for your chi warriors, no matter how 
far they veer from where you thought they were headed. Each entry includes a rip-roaring tally of Things That 
Can Happen During the Fight, along with all the plot hooks you need to weave the location into your adventure.
Fistful of Fight Scenes presents 7 locations from contributors Robin D. Laws, T.S. Luikart, Jeff Tidball, and oth-
er luminaries favored of the Dragons. Thrill to such cinematic classics as Warehouse, Temple, Ancient Fortress, 
Bamboo Forest, Ice Rink, Ski Slope and Battledome! Fistful of Fight Scenes rockets from a portal near you as a 
16-page booklet for the Feng Shui 2 GM Screen and as a standalone PDF product.
Should you push us to this stretch goal level, all backers from the $10 EVERYDAY HERO tier and above get the 
PDF for free. Order the GM Screen and the physical booklet comes with it, again at no additional charge.



$110,000 - Paper and Binding Upgrade
Once we hit this funding level, we’re going to upgrade the paper quality and the binding type for the physical 
editions of Feng Shui 2! This applies to the first printing of all versions of the printed book, Chi Warrior, Nether-
world, and Four Monarchs!  

$112,500  - Pop-up Juncture -  Samurai Dawn
A great battle for control of feudal Japan has only just begun. Heroes rub shoulders with ninjas, samurai, and ronin 
as decisive conflict rages. By its fog-shrouded riverbanks the spirit beings known as yokai may decide to lure them 
astray. Ghosts prowl the land seeking vengeance. Maybe this wasn’t the safest place to come to buy a signature 
katana…At this funding level, we’ll add the Samurai Dawn pop-up juncture to the Feng Shui 2 rulebook. 

$115,000 - Burning Shaolin Redux
Atlas Games will fully convert the dual-statted adventure Burning Shaolin from FS1 to FS2, and from OGL to 
Pathfinder, as a PDF product available to all backers from the $10 Everyday Hero level and up.
Corrupt eunuch officials undermine a once-great ruling dynasty. A band of honorable warriors battles a demon 
sorcerer in a legendary mountain monastery ... a demon in dire need of some Kung Fu butt kicking!
Pit your Feng Shui 2 heroes against Burning Shaolin’s demon monks, mushroom men and flying coffins. Or use its 
Pathfinder stats to introduce D20 diehards to the furious fun of the chi war.

$118,000 - Pop-up Juncture - Feng Musketeers
Buckle some swashes in Alexandre Dumas’ France. Test your fencing skills against the king’s sworn protectors. 
Save the reputation of a great lady by recovering those stolen jewels. Or eat, drink, and carouse your way through 
the lowest taverns of Paris. That couldn’t possibly lead to a series of fights. Could it? At this funding level, we’ll 
add the Feng Musketeers pop-up juncture to the Feng Shui 2 rulebook.

$121,000 - Blowing Up the Movies Ebook
This ebook by Robin D. Laws features essays on the key films of the Hong Kong-style canon, geared toward Feng 
Shui 2 players and GMs. From Things That Can Happen During Your Fights to storytelling techniques you can 
steal without violating copyright, use Robin’s action cinema insights to inject classic style into your games.
At this stretch goal level, Blowing Up the Movies includes essays on four key flicks: The Killer, Crouching Tiger 
Hidden Dragon, Once Upon a Time in China, and Savior of the Soul.
This is not an add-on: all backers at the $10 EVERYDAY HERO level or above get Blowing Up the Movies at 
no extra charge. Blowing Up the Movies will be delivered in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats, at an as yet-to-be 
determined date after the shipment of the rule book, dice, shot counter, archetype sheet, and GM screen. Our 
commitment to produce Blowing Up the Movies will not delay release of those core items.
This stretch goal also comes with an accompanying add-on:
Pass the Popcorn Add-On: Add $250 to your pledge and Robin writes an essay about your favorite action movie 
for Blowing Up the Movies. Film choice subject to Robin’s approval, so don’t ask for The Notebook. First come, 
first served: the Pass the Popcorn Add-On is limited to six backers only. NOTE: Please immediately email crowd-
fund@atlas-games.com with the subject header “Pass the Popcorn” if you select this add-on. We’re serious about 
the first come, first served!

$124,000 - Pop-Up Juncture - Kaiju Patrol
Beyond the desolate future of the Jammers and Simians lies an even stranger civilization. Humankind shelters beneath a 
dwindling network of force domes, fearing the approach of gigantic creatures spawned by generations of C-bomb radiation. 
On the ground, warriors battle for control of these monstrous beings, which can be used as weapons of war. Even those that 



merely want to be friends to children everywhere fall to their sway. In the shadows of behemoths, you fight to free misun-
derstood beasts from the dominance of merciless overlords. At this level we will add the Kaiju Patrol pop-up juncture 
to the Feng Shui 2 rulebook.

$127,000 - Blowing Up the Movies II
At this stretch goal level, Robin expands Blowing Up the Movies, the ebook of essays on importing classic action 
movie style into your games, with pieces on two English-language films of keen interest to Feng Shui players: Big 
Trouble in Little China and Road Warrior.

$130,000 - Fistful of Fight Scenes Part II
You knew we couldn’t stop at just 7 locations in our butt-kicking buffet of battle sites, so we’re adding even more! 
With this expanded roster, Fistful of Fight Scenes furnishes even more places to stage high-wire guns-a-blazing 
action scenes thanks to the contributions of Cam Banks, Hal Mangold, and others waiting in the shadows of the 
Netherworld. The Feng Shui 2 GM Screen’s booklet just got even bigger and better, and your Feng Shui 2 cam-
paigns just got faster and furiouser!
Should you push us to this stretch goal level, just as with the original Fistful of Fight Scenes, all backers from the 
$10 EVERYDAY HERO tier and above get the expanded PDF for free. Order the GM Screen and the now-32 
page physical booklet comes with it, again at no additional charge.

$133,000 - Blowing Up the Movies III
At this stretch goal level, Robin expands Blowing Up the Movies, the ebook of essays on importing classic action 
movie style into your games, with pieces on John Woo’s hospital shoot ‘em up Hard Boiled and Zhang Yimou’s 
stunningly beautiful wuxia film Hero.

$136,000 - Secrets of the Chi War I: Zodiac 
Summer

The Golden Gate swings wide open (temporarily), and the Chi War spills into the streets of the City by the Bay. As fog 
drifts in during the June Gloom, tough cops on the edge fight an onslaught of street crime, bizarre serial killers stalk San 
Fran, and the secret struggle for control of history continues. Whether throwing down in the winding alleys of Chinatown, 
or kicking butt in the hippie-held byways of Haight-Ashbury, your chi warriors might end up leaving their hearts in San 
Francisco in more ways than one... If we meet this stretch goal, we’ll add Zodiac Summer to the Secrets of the Chi 
War PDF.

$139,000 - Blowing Up the Movies IV
At this stretch goal level, Robin expands Blowing Up the Movies, the ebook of essays on importing classic action 
movie style into your games, with pieces on Jackie Chan starrer Rumble in the Bronx and stoic bodyguard cool 
from Johnnie To’s The Mission. 

$142,000 - Secrets of the Chi War II: Blowing 
Up Canton 

Blast through Netherworld portals to 1850s Canton, the key city of the Past juncture’s chi war action. Above the surface, 
the Western powers marshal ships and cannons to back up their trade demands. Behind the scenes, the Jade Wheel Society 
ushers in the technology of the modern era, as the Golden Candle Society strikes back with furious fu fists in the name of 
Confucian resurgence. It’s a powder keg--and you’re the match. If this stretch goal is met, we’ll add Blowing Up Can-
ton to the Secrets of the Chi War PDF!


